PHF- A Framework for Public Health Monitoring, Analytics and Research
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ABSTRACT This paper presents a framework for public healthcare data acquisition and management model based on standard protocol for its easy adoption by any country or international health organizations. The model assumes basic digitization of electronic health record (EHR) at basic health facilities. Thus far, the models in literature have utilized EHR in multiple secondary contexts, however, there is a gap in developing an integrated and comprehensive framework that addresses use of EHR in a standardized way for public health, privacy issue by anonymizing patient specific information, fusing multiple records with slight changes in same information, augmenting a broad spectrum of contextual data etc. We present a framework that can be used in the context for acquisition and transmission of EHR from multiple sources as an evidence base for addressing public health related activities including surveillance, registries and immunization record keeping while addressing all the gaps we have identified in the literature, that are critical for developing countries. In addition, EHR data is also effectively processed to serve as a knowledge base for building artificial intelligence based research models. We, in our model, utilise Health Level Seven (HL7) as an interoperability health standard and recommend creation of specialised data marts to support public health and research related knowledge bases. The proposed framework in its adoption provides a very effective platform for generating alerts and alarms along with providing statistics for better planning of healthcare related issues at national, district or at any level of administrative hierarchy. It is applicable to any country even when there is no standard EHR and have hospitals working is silos with limited digitalization. We have validated this framework for its mapping to a national level public health hierarchy in Pakistan.

INDEX TERMS Electronic Health Records (EHR), Evidence Based Policy, Health Data Interoperability, Health Information Exchange(HIE), Health Level 7 (HL7), public health framework, public health surveillance

I. INTRODUCTION

The public health policies and their impact on population relies on the evidence base collected for the decision making process. The evidence base is built using multiple parameters including population general characteristics as well as surveyed health statistics. Public health decision makers utilize surveillance as a tool to provide significant evidence base for action. However, in addition to surveillance, research and epidemiology also serve as vehicle to acquire the evidence base. These sources are interconnected and each may be conducted to inform the other. Most recently, Electronic Health Records (EHR) or Electronic Medical Records (EMR) are emerging as a strong tool not only for the primary intended use of cataloguing patients demographic and medical data but also for evidence based decision making at clinical level [1]. Therefore, it is only obvious to use EHR as a source for creating an evidence base in public health. The presence of longitudinal health data provides an opportunity to populate the traditional surveillance reports at population level [2]. While the secondary use of EHR has been thoroughly investigated and experimented with in the last decade, at the same time, significant achievements have been done by the research community in developing efficient deep learning algorithms [3]. The discretly coded data can be developed from the information present in EHR that is used to represent medical information based on a standard
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public health indicators from EHR evidence base to national for creation of a pathway for acquiring and transmitting health analysis and decision making process. This article the presence of annotated data in EHR can be effectively hance public health decision making process. In addition, serve as source of electronically stored coded data to en-
governmental levels. At the base of this pathway, EHR can data through a collaborative framework that spans multiple level regulations for collection and dissemination of health that can be realized through creating a pathway for national Public Health Framework (PHF) for public health analysis sources other than the government health care facilities.

In this article, we propose an improved framework called Public Health Framework (PHF) for public health analysis that can be realized through creating a pathway for national level regulations for collection and dissemination of health data through a collaborative framework that spans multiple governmental levels. At the base of this pathway, EHR can serve as source of electronically stored coded data to en-
hance public health decision making process. In addition, the presence of annotated data in EHR can be effectively utilized to create AI and ML models by researchers and made available for creating specialized analytical system for public health analysis and decision making process. This article describes PHF as standard based interoperability framework for creation of a pathway for acquiring and transmitting public health indicators from EHR evidence base to national level.

Therefore, unique from previously published work, PHF makes the following contributions integrated as a single pathway for health monitoring, informatics and research:

1) It allows the inclusion of clinically objective data from EHR into public health surveillance.
2) It allows representation of population visiting private health facilities by facilitating minimal configuration requirements and support of legacy systems.
3) It ensures availability of annotated data to create and train Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) models.
4) It provides a platform for creating publishable ML oriented models based on real time data.
5) It allows inclusion of context information over a popu-
lation such as including social and economical determinants of health to perform multi dimensional analysis of health data in public health perspective.
6) It allows the possibility of populating public health surveillance reports with electronically sent EHR data as well as using EHR data in parallel with surveillance data.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section II describes the work done related to using EHR for secondary usage including public health informatics. It also gives a comparison of using EHR vs. surveillance techniques for public health. Section III describes the programs and their respective tools for population health data acquisition in Pakistan and their use at multiple health care levels. The section details Pakistan health care delivery system as a case study for proposed framework implementation. Section IV describes, in detail, the contribution of realization of the proposed architecture in public health and research con-
text, the architectural layers (IV-A) and their corresponding components (IV-B). Section V discusses the objectives of population health improvement that this framework is able to address through realization of discussed architecture.

II. RELATED WORK

Owing to the large volumes of health data available through multiple sources, novel approaches to use big data for meaningful analysis and predictive patterns are being designed and implemented [13]. The medical standards and interoperability standards is now unified under health information exchange systems (HIE) for transmission of health data to public health authorities. EHR has been extensively proven useful for improving individual health. It has also emerged as a useful data source for population health analysis and aids in decision-making at the policy development level. [14], [15]. Health Information Exchange (HIE) systems and frame-
works are designed to provide secure, reliable and seamless exchange of health data among diverse systems and provide a protocol for health information flow with the objective of health care delivery services to population ranges. Therefore, Health data entities are moving forward from one to one data exchange towards interoperability standards for transmitting health data.

HL7 [16] is a set of standard, formats and definitions for exchanging electronic health records (EHR) and is accred-
ited by American National Standards Institute (ANSI). HL7 standard defines a standard format that allows messages to be transmitted between disparate systems. It recognizes that all health care facilities are not identical and there cannot be a single standard protocol model to represent the data exchange process between these facilities. Therefore, it provides a broad range of messaging standards that can be applied to large scale health facilities, major hospitals as well as to stand alone diagnostic centres, laboratories, and clinics. It is now a widely accepted e-Health standard and is considered efficient for health information exchange. The HL7 v2 offers messages models, documents and services that cover the health data integration, retrieval and exchange requirements of most of the public health agencies. The work presented in this article is based on HL7 v2 standard specification.
for health information exchange. The details of the message generation and processes to follow are described in section IV-B.

Multiple successful systems are deployed world wide working from local to national administrative levels to perform analysis on various public health diseases. The systems vary in data collection, transmission and analysis scale and techniques. Table 1 compares some of the most relevant existing state of the art systems for disease surveillance and also evaluates the presented framework PHF on the same parameters. The comparative analysis shows that most of the systems lack inclusion of context in analytical processing of data. The privacy protocol identifies, if there is any explicit provision of HIPAA compliance or how duplicate detection is employed for multiple records when HIPAA compliant attributes are omitted from the data. ‘N’ shows no explicit handling of HIPAA compliant attributes is done for privacy preservation.

The Early Aberration Reporting System (EARS) has been used for large scale event monitoring. Data are acquired from patient encounters from participating health care facilities. However, no standardized data reporting or transmission protocol is used.

Electronic Surveillance System for the Early Notification of Community based Epidemics (ESSENCE) [17] collects data from multiple sources including chief complaint ICD-9 codes, public data sources and other surveillance outcomes data. Therefore, the data is coming from multiple heterogeneous sources. However, the acquisition of multi sourced data introduces time lag in the system. While all the data is collected electronically, the transmission is not based on HL7 specifications that reduces the meaningful syndromic surveillance analysis. Essence provides a multi layered data dissemination approach that is analogous to our data mart approach. The layers use role based access for data distribution to multiple users.

BioPortal [18] provides analytical capabilities through web based portal based on monitored disease incidence data acquired from free-text chief complaints. ’P’ in HL7 attribute in 1 indicates that system partially supports HL7 based inputs, however the transmission is not based on HL7 messages. Limited contextual data is also made part of the BioPortal such as surveillance data on dead bird sightings, mosquito control information, epidemiology data and genes sequence data, however, the number of indicators from EHR systems is very limited. Use of BioPortal in collaborative works has given meaningful results or disease specific studies [19].

Real-time Outbreak and Disease Surveillance (RODS) [20] acquires data through HL7 protocols including age, gender, home zip code, date/time of admission, and a free text chief complaint of the patient. The system provides powerful analytical capabilities, however, the EMR data sources are limited and there is no provision of incorporating contextual data for in-system multidimensional data analysis. Successful collaborative studies have been conducted [21].

BioSense [22] system employs HL7 messaging protocols to send multiple indicators including patient chief complaint, physician diagnosis, supporting patient demographic data, daily hospital census, ED-specific clinical data, microbiology test orders and results, radiology orders and results, and medication orders. Data transmission is supported in real time as well as batch mode. The system provides statistical reporting, time series and spatial graphs for interpretation by public health expert analyst. However, while the collaborative studies are frequently conducted with the data collected through BioSense system [23], the architecture does not integrate in itself the other contextual resources for multi dimensional analysis of data.

While the systems described above offer powerful analytical state of the art capabilities for health informatics based on validated machine learning algorithms, the data collection mechanism and indicators being collected may limit the out-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Transmission</th>
<th>HL7</th>
<th>Privacy</th>
<th>Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EARS</td>
<td>Emergency Dept</td>
<td>Chief complaints</td>
<td>SAS datasets, Microsoft Access database tables, Microsoft Excel worksheets, delimited textfiles</td>
<td>Manual uploading</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESSENCE</td>
<td>Clinical data, Nonclinical syndromic data</td>
<td>Chief complaint</td>
<td>Test Strings for Chief complaints, ICD-9 Codes</td>
<td>FTP Protocol</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Disclosure control, Data sharing policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioPortal</td>
<td>Human and animal diseases</td>
<td>Chief complaint</td>
<td>Test Strings for Chief complaints</td>
<td>Batch Transmission</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Role Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RODS</td>
<td>EHR Registration</td>
<td>Age, Gender, Zip code, date/time of admission, Chief complaint</td>
<td>HL7 specification</td>
<td>Real time</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Disclosure control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioSense</td>
<td>Department of Defense (DoD) Military Treatment Facilities (MTF)</td>
<td>Patient chief complaint, Patient demographics</td>
<td>HL7 specification</td>
<td>Realtime Batch mode</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Role Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EARS</td>
<td>Clinical data, Non-clinical data surveillance</td>
<td>Hospital census, ED-specific clinical data, Microbiology test orders and results, Radiology orders and results, Medication orders</td>
<td>HL7 specification</td>
<td>Realtime Batch mode</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Role Based</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1: A comparison of state of the art disease surveillance systems based on features common to surveillance systems in general. The table shows that the PHF system presented offers rich EHR attributes as source and more contextual data for meaningful multi dimensional analytics.
come due to absence of useful EHR data attributes of public health interest. A more detailed comparative study conducted on surveillance systems adopted world wide has shown that the under developed countries, while requiring most of these public health interventions, lack the infrastructure for these state of the art systems [35]. In addition, the timeliness and completeness of EHR data transmitted through a standard based protocol can overcome the limitations in the aforementioned architectures. Therefore, placing EHR at the base of these frameworks as evidence base can potentially improve the analytical algorithm performance at the upper layers. The design of EHRs implicitly includes a standardized measure of disease and a significant representation of well being and health status of a definable population. While EHR systems are constantly being improved to represent real time longitudinal health data of a population, it is important to note that in order to create meaningful and Artificial Intelligence (AI) based models for public health analysis, the availability of annotated data is of utmost significance. This data can be made available through a standard based architecture that overcomes the existing challenges present due to self informed nature of data available through traditional disease surveillance systems [2], [36]. The comparison of using EHR data for populating surveillance reports and using traditional surveillance means have been studied and analyzed in literature. Table.2 gives a general comparison of the properties of an effective population disease surveillance system when EHR data or traditional surveillance means are used. Additionally, there is a difference between the information required from EHR for individual healthcare and for public health care [37]. To provide information about populations rather than individual patients, it is important to define a real time, accessible and standardized way of transporting the samples of population health status to concerned entities such as AI practitioners, government analysts and decision makers [38]. Therefore, such a framework must, at its fundamental level, be able to identify and defines the intersecting health indicators at individual and population level as well as consider the inclusion of EHR data into public health administrative data in parallel with surveillance data [39]. The primary goal of EHR/EMR systems is to organize, store and categorize patients’ records. The challenge arises when this designed-for-storage data has to be retrieved for transmission or for sharing with other systems. Significant research has been conducted to design frameworks focused on information sharing among multiple EHR systems [1], [40]. The secondary use of EHR has also been investigated for public health interest [41].

The existing frameworks also have limited contextual sources such as urbanization, socio economic and education census, sanitary conditions etc. These factors play an important role in under developed countries where environmental and other factors are constantly changing and evolving. In addition, the annotated datasets can be made available to researchers after anonymization through domain specific data marts.

Our presented framework (PHF) shows the implementation details on the instance of Pakistan health care delivery system with low technical resources such as HL7 compliant EHR systems. Furthermore, the components of presented framework can be open sourced to be re used under different domains other than human disease outbreaks, such as agriculture and wildlife diseases etc. Therefore, to the best of our knowledge no work thus far has given an integrated standard based approach for context based standardized acquisition, transmission and analysis of EHR based public health data while staying privacy compliant and also addressing the need of research community through annotated, anonymized datasets. Therefore, there is a need to develop a framework model that can then be used to inform decision-making by projecting the potential outcomes associated with differ-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EHR Based Surveillance</th>
<th>Traditional Surveillance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cost [24]</td>
<td>Low cost when automated processes are already in place at health care facilities recording patients information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data accuracy [25]</td>
<td>Dependent on existing data acquisition processes. Can be ascertained for a subset of data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timeliness [26]–[28]</td>
<td>realtime data acquisition and analysis possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>completeness [24], [29]</td>
<td>lower due to recording errors and omissions in terms of population, can be increased or decreased based on required study sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data range [30], [31]</td>
<td>detailed and recent data available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pharma and medication data [32]</td>
<td>large number available that can be selected as per program requirement and filtered accordingly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indicators [13]</td>
<td>multiple possibilities of reporting formats, dimensions, and tools for report analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>result reporting [33]</td>
<td>possible because of availability of time series data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2: A comparison of properties of disease surveillance systems based on literature study when EHR and traditional surveillance sources are used. The table shows that using EHR as source as compared to other reporting tools provide a clear advantage.
ent policy decision. In addition, the presented framework presents a widely accessible central repository of labelled data to AI practitioners in the domain.

Thus, while recognizing the effectiveness of using EHR as evidence base for population health improvement, our public health standard HL7 based infrastructure framework serves the purpose of information exchange and maintenance of a central database as a national health repository. The objective of this system is to provide reliable, standardized, consistent and up-to-date health information to health ministry, health care authorities, and other administrative levels of health care delivery system in any country where limited digitization hinders the meaningful analysis and effective outcomes in public health sector. It also enables the creation and access of labelled data sets for research in a particular domain.

III. STATE OF PUBLIC HEALTH TOOLS IN PAKISTAN

In order to test the validity of the presented framework, we have applied it to the health care system in Pakistan that has helped in identifying challenges and steps involved in real-time implementation of framework. It is important to understand how in this context, the public health tools are currently being practised for informed decision making.

The health care delivery system in Pakistan consists of a complex interconnected and interdependent, governmental and non-governmental facilities. It can be mainly categorized into private, public and non government or non profit sectors. The public sector consists of federal and provincial governments where federal governments looks upon research institutes, ministry of Defence, ministry of health, ministry of Inter Provincial Coordination (IPC), Ministry of Health Service Regulation & Coordination (HSRC) in addition to other ministries and provincial governments are responsible for various departments including provincial health departments.

Fig. 1 shows the interconnected health care delivery system hierarchy in Pakistan with Health Expenditure (HE) in each major sector. The public health sector includes military health care systems, cantonment boards’ health departments and provincial government health care systems. The federal government is also responsible for running vertical health programs through primary to tertiary levels. The territorial government health systems are managed at district level. The district level consists of primary and secondary health levels that are implanted through Basic Health Units (BHUs), Rural Health Centers (RHCs), Maternal and Child Health Centers (MCHCs), Dispensaries and Tehsil Headquarter Hospitals (THQs), District Headquarter (DHQ) Hospitals respectively. The tertiary health level is implemented through health care facilities that are handled directly by the provincial health departments and the federal government.

The Health Management Information System (HMIS) was developed in Pakistan in 2001 under “health for all” approach and implemented at all three levels, primary, secondary and tertiary [42]. It is designed to collect and transmit information from BHUs and RHUs related to service delivery and utilization, logistics and disease surveillance to district HIS at DHQs. Districts are empowered to self contain and record and transmit population and health statistics to federal level through respective provinces [43]. It has since then gone under various changes and improvements under multiple health improvement frameworks and programs developed and implemented over the years [44].

Both passive and active surveillance programs are conducted that provide general health trends and emerging diseases or disease outbreaks respectively. Multiple vertical public health programs run independently to each other using different HIS tools such as District Health Information Systems (DHIS), Lady Health workers Management Information System (LHWs MIS), Maternal and Child Health (MNCH), HIV/AIDS, TB, Expanded Program on Immunization (EPI), Dengue and Malaria Control MIS, Service Statistics, Logistics Management Information System (LMIS), Financial & Human Resource MISs, Disease Early Warning Systems (DEWS), Notifiable Disease Surveillance (NDS) and several surveillance databases and dashboards operating according to their specific needs and respective capacities across all provinces and at the federal level [45]. However, the data collected from these facilities is program specific and in many cases redundant. In order to create a complete population health story, all annotated EHR data must be included and not just the summary reports of incidences of disease occurrences. Most of the data recorded is entered by the particular programs dedicated focal person at the health facility. The collected data is consolidated and transmitted to district level as per the programs guidelines.

Another important aspect of the vertical public health programs is the absence of data from sources other than the public sector health care facilities. Due to inadequate health regulations in the private sector, only a small percentage of private sector health facilities participate in the public national health programs. According to National Health Accounts (NHA) report for fiscal year 2015-2016 [46], 63.4% of total health expenditure is funded by private health set ups, 89% of that is done by the private households referred to as out of pocket expenditure. This implies that a vast majority of the population is visiting private health facilities but the data produced is not included fully in the health programs thereby compromising the analysis outcomes of these programs.

According to National Health Vision (NHV) 2016 – 2025 [47] of Pakistan under Ministry of National Health Services, Regulation, and Coordination, a need for central integrated repository for evidence-based decision making, policy formulation, and health systems research has been identified. According to the NHV report, the current surveillance systems require analytical capabilities with reference to local challenges, health budget and systems’ capacity. While considerable progress has been made in the past decade, national surveillance does not yet fully reflect the recommendations from NHV to make systemic improvements.

In 2018 Prime Minister Task Force On IT & Telecom was formed to work on data standards and annotations for their
consolidation for planning improvements in health care delivery to masses. This work is part of the program, proposing a framework that can be adopted for this national initiative.

IV. PUBLIC HEALTH FRAMEWORK (PHF)- AN EHR BASED HEALTH DATA CONSOLIDATION FRAMEWORK

We present a comprehensive and integrated framework consisting of a layered architecture with components placed strategically to allow seamless and privacy compliant acquisition and transmission of EHR data of public health interest at all levels of health care delivery system. Fig.2 presents the layers and their respective components in the framework. In PHF different hospitals and other data sources communicate with the central server using a secured communication channel and a communication protocol. Developing this framework can help to identify the disease outbreak in its epidemiology context using multiple parameters and evidences. The model can then be used to inform decision-making by projecting the potential outcomes associated with different policy decisions.

A. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK VIEW

This section presents the different layers in PHF and their role in acquisition, transmission and storage of EHR data. As represented in Fig.2, the bottom most layer is the glue layer that resides at the source site. Middle layer is the resource fusion layer, that stores the public health data and ensures is anonymized and appropriate availability to different entities. The upper most layer is the service layer where data is accessed from middle layer and contains the business logic and intelligence.

1) Glue Layer

In order to communicate information from different EHR systems to a public health databank, an agreed upon communication and document standard has to be used. However, forcing all HIS to use same standard and protocol for health data communication is infeasible and impractical. Therefore, we create an intermediate glue layer that acts to mediate the transmission of health data from heterogeneous legacy EHR systems to the population databank. This allows EHR system of hospitals to communicate with the HL7 agent independent of the types of standards being followed internally as well as by other EHRS. This also implies, that for every different HIS system, only a new glue layers needs to be implemented and other components of the system are able to communicate with the HIS through this glue layer. The mapping of EHR features to HL7 features is done based on use case modelling of the source system. The glue layer queries the legacy system to extract public health indicators and converts them into hl7 format. The glue layer primarily performs two operations; mapping and formatting. Mapping is a translation of EHR attributes to the HL7 attribute values where as formatting involves converting EHR attributes to HL7 compliant types and attribute values to a standard vocabulary terms and create an HL7 message from the required patient data. The mapping is done through creating a configuration that maps the EHR attributes to HL7 fields. The HL7 agent at glue layer is responsible for patient de-identification and creating an HL7 message ready to be transmitted to the population databank server through an HL7 gateway. Thus, this layer preserves the privacy of patient data. This layer also hosts a staging area that is used to prepare, process and transform the data received from the source to be transmitted through the HL7 gateway.

2) Resource Fusion Layer

The resource fusion layer consists of multi dimensional components covering authorization of users, query processing, integration, linking and storage of incoming HL7 messages as well as anonymization of data for creating publishable health datasets. When data is received from HL7 gateway, this layer is responsible for integrating incoming anonymized data with the existing records in population databank. For this purpose, a duplicate detection algorithm is employed that matches the hashed values of incoming data to the existing records and creates a decision tree to find matching records to fuse. It is possible to fuse data and achieve high quality linkage without the need to disclose fully identifying personal information. The master patient index implemented at this layer allows for synchronizing incoming EHR record with existing EHR data. Multiple other external sources are accommodated at this layer that constitutes the health context, such as geographical data, environmental data, education data, population census data and other social determinants of health etc. The transformation, transmission and storage design of the context data is not covered under the scope of this paper. This layer therefore hosts a data warehouse in the form of population databank. The presence of integrated, organized and categorically defined data in the databank illuminates multiple opportunities. Subject or study specific data marts containing pre-processed standardized data marts are spawned out from this databank for application or program specific purpose that can also serve as domain specific labelled datasets for research or as a program specific reporting tool, while on the other hand, the population databank can be queried directly for a population wide depth analysis of health and other data for policy and regulation decisions.

3) Service Layer

This layer constitutes the business analytics, custom public health applications, AI and ML based predictive models, implementation systems, report generation tools and public health dashboards based on the respective data marts spawned from underlying population databank. The outcomes generated from these models and systems can help public health authority in prioritizing public health resources and to support evidence based decision making. EHR can provide reliable evidence in addition to traditional surveillance systems for creating models based on AI and ML. Inclusion of AI and ML predictive modelling in public health can enhance real time analysis. The accuracy of these models

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
FIGURE 1: The health care delivery system of Pakistan is a hierarchal interconnected system with Health Expenditure (HE) being highest in the private sector. The flow of health information among entities under different public health programs is shown. The data collected at primary and secondary level flows to tertiary level where it is compiled and submitted to federal government for report compilation. Only a part of private sector is represented by these public health programs.

Previously being built has been affected due to unavailability of standard based real time labeled datasets having verifiable content. The availability of multi domain labeled data sets will allow creation of effective research models allowing the gap between research products generated and requirements of health care policy makers to be reduced.

B. INTERNAL VIEW

This section provides an introduction to the various components carried at different layers of PHF with a focus on glue layer components as this layer is a significant key player in framework scalability and interoperability. The components and their respective position in the layered architecture of PHF are presented in Fig.2.

1) Interface Agent

In order to interact with the data being generated and stored at the health care facilities, it is important to understand the clinical flow of data, the semantics of data, design of conceptual model and physical storage model of data at a...
FIGURE 2: The overview of proposed layered national framework for public health informatics and research modelling. The glue layer is implemented at primary and secondary level as well as in private hospitals participating in the program through adequate regulations. The resource fusion layer and service layer are implemented at tertiary and federal level of Pakistan health care delivery system.

particular site. The legacy systems are able to provide a data dictionary, documentation or workflow of the health care facility. An automated interface agent is only able to communicate with the system when the source to target mapping of the existing EHR system elements has already been studied and documented. This requires an understanding of the transactions taking place inside a health care facility using interviews, study of existing documentation and meta data. Once these transactions are understood, the interface agent can be automated to query attributes of interest from the existing EHR systems.

Therefore, use case derived HL7 message profiling is performed. All use cases are analyzed for an unambiguous specification of corresponding HL7 messages mapping. Fig. 3 shows the source to HL7 compliant mapping process example where HL7 message profiles and interaction models are derived from the use case models of the source HIS. The use case derived mapping includes the understanding of source attributes semantics, data types and user defined groups. The interface agent must also be able to improve the data quality without compromising the integrity of data. The data processing done at this layer includes data type transformation from source to HL7 compliant types, for example date type conversion; data codes mapping from source to standard codes, for example, diagnosis codes from internal coding scheme to ICD 9-10 coding; data splitting from single source elements to multiple HL7 fields. This processing is done in the staging area at the glue layer. The staging area
hosts the terminology server, code conversion tables and error log tables for pre-processing steps.

This concludes that given that the initial internal workflow of healthcare facility is studied and meanings of internal vocabulary of a facility are translated to a unified format, the interface agent; a) queries the relevant information from the database, b) perform data formatting, data type and content checking, c) convert the values into a standard terminology and stores the data in the staging area.

2) De-Identification Agent

The HIPAA Privacy Rule is US national standard that requires that appropriate safeguards be applied while disclosing or exchanging patient health information. It identifies 18 patient identification attributes that must not be present in an identifiable form that could enable re-identification of the patient. While we are not interested in personal identification of a patient in public health perspective, these attribute(s) are required to fuse data received from multiple sources. In order to make the dataset HIPAA compliant, the agents installed at the client site encode the patient identifying attributes before transmission. The agent applies SHA256 to all patient-identifying attributes. SHA256 is a cryptographic Hash Algorithm defined by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Since its not an encryption algorithm, it is not possible to decrypt the attributes to the original form. The SHA algorithm creates a unique hash for every data element. The typographical errors, phonetic errors and other typing mistakes must be first transformed using patient MR number or identification number or by using some encoding functions such as soundex or metaphone, whichever maybe applicable in the context. This allows the linking of hashed patient information more robust to the homonym errors occurring due to original data problems. The de-identification agent also assigns a new identity to the patient for representation in the public databank based on the source of the data and some of the hashed valued attributes. This id is synchronized with the master patient index at the resource server. It allows indexing of the patients records based on the attribute tags and facilitate querying while staying privacy compliant.

3) HL7 Agent and Gateway

The HL7 agent is responsible for creating an HL7 message from the anonymized hashed data as well as clinical and demographic attributes, ready to be transmitted to the public health databank server through an HL7 gateway. The HL7 mapping of the clinical data attributes and anonymized data attributes is done by creating a predefined transformation procedure. The mapping establishes a semantic equivalence between HL7 message constructs and data elements at the host facility.

HL7 V2.x [48] gives an interoperability model for health data and is the most widely used standard. It consists of messages, that are composed of segments that are further categorized into fields where actual data is stored. Each message has a type and a trigger associated with it. There are more than 183 segments included in HL7 v2.x. When an event occurs such as patient admission, patient transfer, patient discharged etc., it defines a trigger and is represented by a particular type of message. Messages can have a single trigger and thus a single format (e.g. VXU message) or they can have multiple triggers and formats (e.g. ADT message). Segments in the messages can be optional, repetitive or both. The messages are populated only with the required data. HL7 v2 defines multiple message types with Admission, Discharge and Transfer (ADT), that includes the patient demographics, being the most commonly exchanged message.

Our HL7 Gateway interface accepts multiple HL7 message types for transmission using Transport Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) layers with Minimum Lower Layer Protocol (MLLP) as a wrapper protocol on top at data link layer Fig.4. It is responsible for connection establishment, transmission and connection termination between source and target. The physical layer transmits the binary data from source glue layer gateway to resource fusion layer gateway. The staging area serve as a repository for HL7 information to be drawn from the health care facility. Most of the error detection and correction during physical data transmission is handled by TCP/IP protocol and are not addressed through any supplementary code. Messaging layer use HL7 infrastructure for initiating message exchange between two gateways.

As an HL7 messaging layer example, we present a patient admission use case for a private hospital, Shifa International Hospital (SIH) in Islamabad, Pakistan. We create a mapping of patient information which is derived from workflow model and use case model. Fig. 5 represents the use case for ‘Admit a Patient’ and the associated graphical user interface. While the mapping is generated from the logical data model, the user interface gives the understanding of data components collected when a patient is admitted through the system. Most of the attributes are directly mapped onto HL7 fields, while others are extracted through the links in logical data model. The patient admission use case is represented by ADT (Admission, Discharge, Transfer) message in HL7. The intent of ADT messages in HL7 is to carry patient information including patient demographics, registration, admission, discharge and transfer etc. There are 51 different types of ADT message triggers that carry patient and patient related event communication information. As a significant example of using HL7 message and gateway to transmit data from a health care facility to public resource server, we used HL7 Application Programming Interface (HAPI), an open source java based library that implements HL7 message specification, in an Eclipse IDE environment. For the purpose of this document, we present an implementation use case of ADT 01 message that defines the patient admission. The particular field profile that needs to be transmitted via HL7 gateway to resource fusion layer depends on the indicators identified as being required in public health perspective and how the source EMR system manages this information. Not all EMR attributes are needed at the resource fusion layer.
FIGURE 3: The overview of process of mapping source attributes to HL7 message mapping. The use case model of the source system is analyzed to create corresponding static HL7 message model consisting of message structures as well as dynamic interaction model consisting of activity or state diagrams.

FIGURE 4: The multi layer HL7 gateway implementation architecture for exchanging HL7 messages consisting of physical layer, Data Link Layer DLL and message layer.

for population representation. Therefore, while following the use case based HL7 mapping, each required attribute in the source EMR must be carefully placed to the corresponding HL7 field.

For ADT01 message transmission at SIH test site, an HL7 message is created. Contents for the segment fields are extracted from two tables namely, Patient and Admissions that contain data about operational transactions regarding patient admission and admission details respectively. Table3 describes the indicators extracted from the tables and the corresponding field level profile for ADT 01 message generated. The Message header (MSH) segment, Event Information (EVN) segment, Patient Information (PID) segment, Patient Visit (PV1) segment, Patient Visit-Additional Information (PV2) segment and Patient Diagnosis (DG1) segment are created as shown in Fig.6. The Message Header (MSH) segment contains the message type, trigger event, sending and receiving facility, and application details. This segment is included in all HL7 messages. An HL7 message is a sequence of all required and optional segments defined for a message type. For example, our example ADT message has 6 segments where MSH, EVN, PID and PV1 are the required segments that cannot be omitted as per the v2 specification where as PV2 and DG1 are optional segments that are included to represent information defined at our test site. The segments combine to constitute the message level profile for A01 message. The segments carry the data in fields that have a particular sequence. The mapping of test site data to the corresponding fields is represented through their position in the segment fields as shown in Table 3 that shows the field level profile of each segments.

This message is created and sent to HL7 ADT gateway for transmission. The ADT gateway follows a transmission protocol where an ADT message is initiated and sent by the SIH HL7 agent via the glue layer gateway. Therefore, this interaction follows a push based approach as shown in Fig.7a. Each received message received at the resource fusion gateway is validated by examining the MSH segment’s 3 fields, that is; message type field (MSH.9), processing ID field (MSH.11), and version ID field (MSH.12). These fields must have a content that is acceptable to the application at resource fusion gateway. For example, ADT01 message will not be accepted by ORU message listener at the gateway. Similarly if the gateway accepts version 2.7 of the HL7 messages then other version messages will be rejected. If message received by the resource fusion layer ADT gateway is acceptable based on MSH segment, it is acknowledged by sending an HL7 ACK message that contains an MSH and an MSA segment as shown in Fig.7b. The MSA.1 field defines the acknowledgement code that is set to AA (Application Accept) if the message is accepted and MSA.2 contains the ID of the sent message. If the protocol validation fails or application fails to process message and it times out, the MSA.1 is set to AR (Application Reject) and sent back to the source gateway. The timed out message can be resent depending on the resend limit set at he source gateway configuration settings.
4) Master Patient Index and Linking Agent

The Master Patient Index is maintained at the resource server in order to uniquely identify each patient record. Note that, this index exists in order to correctly link the inter visits and multiple visits data coming from multiple sources and is not meant for identification of a patient in real world. Maintaining this index is significant for correct fusion of incoming data with the existing records in order to maintain longitudinal advantage of EHRs. However, keeping a master patient index is costly and have to maintain the privacy concerns of sensitive patient information. Many sophisticated techniques have been designed and developed for accurate record lining but are circumscribed because of privacy policies such as HIPAA. Other techniques mostly commonly referred to as privacy preserving techniques are more appropriate in health case scenarios [49]. In our case, the master patient index maintains the identifying information with the help of some core data elements in their hashed forms that are used in the fusion algorithm by the linking agent. The irreversible nature of hashing technique used allows fusion of records without releasing the patient identification information thus minimizing the residual risk. The HL7 agent sends the patient identifying information as their hash values along with other demographic and EHR data in an HL7 message. The steps involved in duplicate detection algorithm employed at the resource fusion layer when incoming HL7 messages with hashed identifying attributes are received are shown in Fig.8. The linking agent compares each of the patient identification value individually with the existing record values. If the attribute matches, the linked value is 1 otherwise it is 0 as shown in equation (1). The rows exceeding a threshold of number of 1s are extracted; implying that they

FIGURE 5: The test site use case ‘Admit a Patient’ and graphical user interface representing fields for underlying data model.
FIGURE 6: The message level profile for ADT message and field level profile for MSH segment of the message is shown. An example ADT A01 message generated through use case profiling for test hospital is also shown. The highlighted part of the message reflects the data sent in the hash code form in order to perform privacy preserving linkage of records that have maximum number of common matching identifying attributes. These rows are then used in classification algorithm as matched or unmatched by a decision tree algorithm. We use Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) that is a one-way cryptographic function and converts any data type to a fixed length value called hash value with a very low probability of two values hashing to the same value. These values are used to protect patients privacy while exchange sensitive health information. These hashed values are then utilized by the linking algorithm to fuse data at the population data bank.

\[ M_{ik} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} A_{ij} \oplus a_{kj} \]  
\[ \forall i \in \{0, \ldots, M\} \]  
\[ \forall k \in \{0, \ldots, N\} \]  

(1)

Where \( j \) is the attribute being matched such as first name, last name, dob, age etc. and \( n \) is the total number of attributes being matched. The equation shows that the \( ith \) row of incoming HL7 message digest is compared with \( kth \) row of existing population. The comparison is done attribute by attribute for matching hashed values strings for record \( A \) in incoming message \( a \) in existing databank. The value of \( M_{ik} \) is a string of 0s and 1s with 1s representing the matched hash values and 0s representing unmatched hashed values. The rows where \( M_{ik} > \text{threshold} \) are input to the C4.5 version of decision tree algorithm that performs entropy based splitting of attributes at each node. The algorithm is then able to classify each incoming record as unique or duplicate in the fusion layer consolidated database.

5) Consolidated Database

The consolidated population data bank contains several tables for EHR and other contextual data. This data is HL7 compliant and is cleaned and transformed in a unified table structure at the source glue layer. The tables are populated from the data received from the HL7 gateway. For efficient search and querying of data, this database is created in a relational manner. The tables contained in this databank are designed to populate the specialized data marts based on ETL processes or OLAP. We take a consolidated database to data mart approach instead of data marts to data warehouse approach, as later provides several benefits over the former in terms of public health analytics. For example multiple source systems are sending redundant data to populate several data marts if data marts to data warehouse approach is used where, for every spawned data mart, the incoming HL7 messages need to be directed to all the data marts interested in the arriving fields. Furthermore, in order to populate data marts with the incoming HL7 messages, the early binding of data must be modeled which in turn reduces the analytical capabilities at the service layer. Therefore, the consolidated
database is created that offers raw data representation free from any business binding rules and is based only on an interoperability standard. Making this database HL7 compliant does not impose any restrictions on the data modelling since HL7 only offer interoperability specifications and does not impose any storage constraints. In addition, for a significantly comprehensive population database, atomic data representation need to be present, that is, every patient demographic and visit detail need to be recorded that may not be possible with data mart to database approach as data marts represent data at a level higher than the atomic data. Also included in this database are tables for error logging and their subsequent reporting to source layer or authorized administrative personnel.

6) Data marts

Multiple data marts are spawned out from the underlying consolidated population databank to support regional and national programs running under different public health departments. The data marts provide analytical capabilities on real-time or retrospective data. In addition to several national program data marts, evaluation data marts, data quality data marts, insurance and claims data marts can also be supported. The availability of specialized relatively smaller sized data marts ensures accurate and search efficient data availability to authorized public health departments or researchers. These data marts are created by extracting data from population bank using Extract Load Transform (ELT) process or by performing transformations using joins or Online Analytical processing (OLAP). The data marts are the eventual sources of data requested by the service layers under different programs. These marts are refreshed based on underlying data changes where real time data is required or program appropriate snapshots of data are taken where retrospective data is required. Some examples of the data marts are surveillance data marts that might eventually replace the surveillance reports, research data marts with de-identified clinical data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source EHR element</th>
<th>Description at source</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Implementation Guide</th>
<th>HL7 Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EVN Segment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site ID</td>
<td>Unique identifier for</td>
<td>1..1</td>
<td>Every site is registered at the resource</td>
<td>EVN 7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EHR site where patient</td>
<td></td>
<td>fusion layer via its glue layer.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Name</td>
<td>Name of the source EHR</td>
<td>0..1</td>
<td>Stored during site registration process.</td>
<td>EVN 7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Date-Time</td>
<td>Date and time of event</td>
<td>1..1</td>
<td>May not be included in every message.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>generation at source</td>
<td></td>
<td>Date and time remains as source at all</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>layer levels.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PID Segment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR#</td>
<td>Patient internal Medical Record Number</td>
<td>1..1</td>
<td>Sent in hashed form for linking agent.</td>
<td>PID.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Patient age at the time of event</td>
<td>0..1</td>
<td>Not sent in message, as it is a derived attribute</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Birth</td>
<td>Patient date of birth.</td>
<td>0..1</td>
<td>Stored during patient registration event.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Patient gender</td>
<td>0..1</td>
<td>Stored during patient registration event.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adress</td>
<td>Patient address</td>
<td>0..1</td>
<td>Also part of ADT01 message.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact</td>
<td>Patient contact number</td>
<td>0..1</td>
<td>De-identified to union council or district level.</td>
<td>PID.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sent in hashed form.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV1 Segment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Class</td>
<td>Identify class of patient</td>
<td>1..1</td>
<td>different from source department. Classify patients according to predefined categories.</td>
<td>PV1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of stay</td>
<td>number of days from admission</td>
<td>0..1</td>
<td>used for calculating discharge date of patient when not available.</td>
<td>PV1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoctorID</td>
<td>ID of already registered doctor</td>
<td>0..*</td>
<td>Also part of ADT01 message.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoctorName</td>
<td>Name of already registered doctor</td>
<td>0..*</td>
<td>All three elements are stored for Referring doctor, Consulting Doctor, Admitting doctor</td>
<td>PV1.8/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speciality ID</td>
<td>Specialty ID of already registered doctors from defined specialties</td>
<td>0..*</td>
<td></td>
<td>PV1.9/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source Department</td>
<td>department requesting admission</td>
<td>0..1</td>
<td>Used as hospital service used by Patient prior to admission</td>
<td>PV1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission Date</td>
<td>Admission date and time of Patient</td>
<td>1..1</td>
<td>Patient admission date time in format: YYYYMMDDHHMMSS</td>
<td>PV1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV2 Segment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission Reason</td>
<td>Text containing admit condition or diagnosis</td>
<td>0..1</td>
<td>ICD-9, ICD-10 codes of admission diagnosis, free text describing reason for admission</td>
<td>PV2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DG1 Segment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis 1</td>
<td>ICD-10 code of patient diagnosis</td>
<td>0..*</td>
<td>Multiple diagnosis sent. The first diagnosis is considered as primary diagnosis.</td>
<td>DG1.1-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis 2</td>
<td>ICD-10 code of patient diagnosis</td>
<td>0..*</td>
<td>For each diagnosis diagnosis type, coding method (ICD-9, ICD-10 code), diagnosis, description, and date time is included.</td>
<td>DG1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis 3</td>
<td>ICD-10 code of patient diagnosis</td>
<td>0..*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3: Segment and field level profile of all required and optional segments except MSH segment of the ADT message generated using ’Admit a Patient’ use case of a test site. C represents the cardinality of each mapping.
(a) The dynamic message interaction model shows the initiating and response ADT messages exchanged between glue layer HL7 ADT gateway and resource fusion layer HL7 ADT gateway.

(b) A sample ACK message from ADT receiver channel to center channel.

FIGURE 7: Transmission protocol for ADT message from source site to resource fusion layer.

for research purpose

In addition to these components, implementation based integrated components are included in PHF. For example, a query engine allows to express meaningful operations and exploit the powerful data stored in the public databank. At resource fusion layer a population wide data bank exist that includes information from multiple, heterogeneous and varied sources in terms of format, privacy and access level. Therefore, the query engine at this layer must be able to pull and integrate the required information from the underlying multitudes of data to create data marts or allow direct access to the population databank. An authorization server provides role based access to the data marts and the consolidated database. Anonymization agent performs the appropriate de identification and of health data when making it available for the research purpose in accordance with the HIPAA privacy rules. Context resolution agent is responsible for handling incoming data from sources other than health for example, population census data, agriculture data, economic data etc and link it with the existing data zones. The internal design of these components are not considered under the scope of this article.

V. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

This section discusses the afore mentioned objectives of PHF in section IV in terms of their implementation details and their significance for public health analytics. In the light of the following discussion, it can be concluded that PHF is able
to assist evidence based decision making by providing scientific evidence on the basis of available EHR and contextual resources.

A. REPRESENTATION OF PRIVATE SECTOR IN NATIONAL HEALTH

In Pakistan public health perspective, PHF allows participation of private health care facilities in public health programs. The public health programs in Pakistan are vertical and fragmented that run in parallel and include surveillance data from public sector mostly. Only a small part of private sector health care facilities offers to share health data due to privacy and data protection risks. Consequently, health data fail to represent the population visiting the private sector care providers and valuable volumes of data gets omitted during public health analysis and eventually policy decisions. While, only a small fraction of public sector health facilities use automated EHR systems due to lack of resources and funding, many private health service providers use automated and autonomous EHR systems. In addition, quality of service and consequently data present in private sector is better than available from public sector hospitals. The legacy systems are not required to fully migrate their data from current environment to HL7 compliant environment. They only need to
make the data accessible that is of public health interest in an anonymized form. The responsibility of data anonymization also lies with the framework. Therefore, in the presence of appropriate regulations, this allows the public as well as private health care facilities to participate in national public health programs by providing evidence for decision making process.

B. LEGACY SYSTEMS SUPPORT

In Pakistan the legacy EHR systems are either non-existent or autonomously developed and implemented in the private sector health care facilities. They exchange their data with external systems or non technical entities through faxes, email or even paper based reports. In general, they are not designed for information sharing or health data exchange despite the many vertical reporting health programs running under the ministry of health. Additionally, the legacy systems are designed around the workflow and architectural requirements of internal functioning of a health care facility. Consequently, the changes required to be implemented in legacy EHR systems in order to support health data exchange with external entities are high cost, time consuming or technically infeasible. PHF is able to support such systems in order to move heath data of public health interest that allows the use of data of public health interest without having to fully migrate from existing systems to HL7 compliant system. through the implementation of glue layer. The glue layer acts as a middleware between legacy EHR systems and public health resource server through following process: 1) It extracts the EHR features of public health interest from the data repository at the participating health care facility. This extraction can be done based on a predefined interval, event or request from the upper layers through HL7 gateway. 2) It provides an anonymization agent that converts the patient identifying information to irreversible hashed codes. 3) It implements an HL7 agent that converts the non standard EHR format data into HL7 specification based segments and stores in the local cloud. 4) It implements an HL7 gateway that send information from the local cloud to the public health resource server cloud. This allows minimum intervention of legacy systems in order to participate in the public health support data programs. Consequently, the infrastructure elements are able to work together to support legacy without and do not impose the need for building from scratch.

C. STANDARD BASED INTEROPERABILITY

The glue layer is an abstraction layer operating over an existing EHR system of health care facility and is comprised of independent interoperability components. These components are developed to create a standard semantic encoding of the health data obtained from the legacy system. The underlying multi format and heterogeneous systems can be based on relational DBMS, access or simple file management systems, the data of interest, in our case, data required for public health analytics is extracted from the system and converted into a unified format for forwarding to upper layers. For this purpose, we chose HL7 v.2 as it offers large set of messages, documents and services that can facilitate the process of creating interfaces to interact with the legacy system as well as address the public health data requirement challenges.

D. PRIVACY PRESERVATION

In public health perspective, the identity of a patient is not significant. However, in order to build a definable population health data bank, the patients record must be fused or integrated in a seamless manner. While the use of EHR for evidence based policy and decision making at public health level has been repeatedly studied and its importance emphasized, there are certain barriers and challenges in achieving this goal. PHF offers privacy preserving linking of patient records where patient demographic attributes are not fully disclosed. This is done through SHA 256 hash function and a novel linking algorithm discussed in section IV-B4.

E. INCLUSION OF CONTEXT

Many factors are associated with improved health care delivery services. Factors such as economic stability, patients’ ability to access quality care, education, linguistic and cultural issues, climate and environmental context, have been studied in literature and are known as significant social determinants of public health outcomes. However, very few studies have included these context indicators in public health surveillance based frameworks. In addition, context may also include cost incurred on various public health programs and their respective subtasks such as data collection, analysis and implementation. The inclusion of this information is crucial for assessment of evidence about public health interventions for policy decision making. The absence of the context from the existing framework is due to their absence or unavailability at the original evidence base that in turn maybe due to the fact that these programs do not have the primary objective of identifying evidence on implementation, cost and sustainability. This means that this context is generally not available to the policy makers in combination with population health status who need to make decisions. PHF is able to make this context information available to both researchers and decision makers through the resource fusion layer. This layer makes the context available that is already being acquired and stored by other departments under different programs in silos for their particular intent with some of the parameters being publicly available, such as weather data, population census data, urbanization data etc. Therefore, there is no ethical concern of using this already collected data for its useful inclusion in public health context and for generating annotated datasets for research purposes.

F. INCLUSION OF RESEARCH OUTCOMES FOR EVIDENCE BASED DECISION MAKING

Traditionally, for research purposes data is prospectively collected in random clinical environments which provides a control over data definitions and pre processing steps. On the contrary, the data public health surveillance data includes
only the disease incidences based on the diagnosis or laboratory tests while records with negative test results are excluded from the reports. This happens because data is collected under a specific public health program and minimum required data approach is encouraged where the survey targets a specific health state, disease, or population type. However, for a meaningful pattern recognition from health datasets using AI and ML techniques, it is important to have annotated datasets and not just positive incidence reports. PHF allows the creation, anonymization and publication of multi domain labelled health datasets that can be accessed by researchers through creation of data marts. This will assist in creating predictive models for disease surveillance that can then be implemented to be used by public health authorities. The models will make it possible to include research outcomes in public health evidence based decision making.

G. SCALABILITY
The glue layer is designed in a way as to integrate heterogeneous data formats. For every new EHR data format only the mapping component has to be redesigned in order to scale horizontally at the evidence base level. More health care facilities can be added to the framework by implementing glue layer at the local end. Scalability is supported in terms of adding more clinical or EHR sources, integrating more contextual sources as well as scaling at analytical end to support more decision support systems. The system is currently being implemented as a centralized server, however, due to modular architecture of PHF, it is possible to migrate to a distributed cloud approach. In regard to data security in distributed environment, the data stored is anonymized using irreversible hash algorithm and can be scaled to a cloud based storage because of effective linking algorithm presented. In addition, security protocols are implemented on role based access of data marts to support increasing number of end users.

VI. CONCLUSION
Health care is a global problem and needs solutions that are based on standard specifications. The EHR system currently being implemented as a centralized server, however, due to modular architecture of PHF, it is possible to migrate to a distributed cloud approach. In regard to data security in distributed environment, the data stored is anonymized using irreversible hash algorithm and can be scaled to a cloud based storage because of effective linking algorithm presented. In addition, security protocols are implemented on role based access of data marts to support increasing number of end users.
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